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BSE Limited,
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers,
Dalal Street,
Mumbai 400001.
Scrip code: 542867

June 29, 2020
National Stock Exchange of India Ltd.,
Exchange plaza, 5th floor,
Bandra-kurla Complex,
Bandra (E), Mumbai 400051.
Symbol: CSBBANK

Dear Sir/Madam,
Submission of Newspaper publication of the Intimation of 99th Annual General Meeting of
the Bank, e-voting and book closure - Regulation 47 of the Securities and Exchange Board of
India (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pursuant to Regulation 47 of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 and in continuation of our letter no.
B&S/50/2020 dated June 19, 2020, please find enclosed herewith the clippings of the
Intimation of Ninety Ninth (99th) Annual General Meeting of the Bank, e-voting and book
closure published on June 28, 2020 newspaper viz. Malayala Manorama (Malayalam) and on
June 29, 2020 newspapers viz. Business Standard (English), Business Line (English).
This intimation is also available on the website of the Bank at www.csb.co.in.
Kindly take the same on record.
Thanking You.
Yours faithfully,
Digitally signed by

SIJO
SIJO VARGHESE
2020.06.29
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Company Secretary
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MANN KI BAAT

Befitting reply given to those
coveting our territory: Modi
Says a self-reliant
India will be a true
tribute to martyrs
OUR BUREAU
New Delhi, June 28

The second half of 2020 will be
better than the ﬁrst half of the
year, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi assured in his Mann ki
Baat broadcast. The impact of
surge in Coronavirus infection,
economic downturn and geopolitical tension have created a
sense of gloom and doom
among many Indians.
He assured that there is no
reason to be pessimistic, asking
the people to be “rational”.
“During 2020, much of our
conversation revolved around
the global pandemic; the
calamity that confronted the
humanrace but, Ihavebeennoticing these days an endless
topic of discussion among

PM Narendra Modi PTI

people is, “when will this year
go by,”Modi said.
Referring to the recent confrontation in Ladakh, Modi
stated, “Those who cast an evil
eye on Indian soil in Ladakh
have got a beﬁtting response.
India honours the spirit of
friendship…she is also capable
of giving an appropriate response to any adversary.”
Paying a tribute to the martyrs in Ladakh, the PM said,
“Friends, the entire country
comes together in paying tributes to the bravery of our

jawans who attained martyrdom in Ladakh. The country
bows to them in reverence,
with gratitude. Just like their
family members, every Indian
painfully regrets the loss..”
“The resolve with which our
jawans made the supreme sacriﬁce for the security of Mother
India, should be the aim of our
lives….and this applies to each
and every one of us. Our pursuits and endeavours should be
in the same direction.. A self-reliant India would be a tribute to
our martyrs in the truest, deepest sense,” said Modi,who referring to parents of martyrs who
do not deter from promising to
send (their) other young family
members too, to join the army.
In this context, opting for
local produce will help India
become self-reliant, reiterated
the PM even as he asked Indians
to be careful as the Covid-19
lockdown lifts.

India’s Covid-19
cases surge to
5.28 lakh; death
toll over 16,000
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi, June 28

With a record spike of nearly
20,000 cases in a day, India’s
Covid-19 tally mounted to
5,28,859 on Sunday and the
death toll rose to 16,095,
while Madhya Pradesh and
Uttar Pradesh announced a
door-to-door survey, joining
several states and UTs, which
have opted for the exercise
in their eforts to check the
surge.
The Centre noted that recoveries exceeded active
Covid-19 cases by over one
lakh, stressing that “proactive steps” taken by it along
with the States and UTs are
showing “encouraging results”.
The number of active
cases stands at 2,03,051,
while 3,09,712 people have
recovered and one patient
has migrated, according to
data.

Education for all: World Bank to shoot for the
‘STARS’ to usher in reforms in six Indian States
OUR BUREAU
New Delhi, June 28

The World Bank on Sunday announced the approval of project ‘Strengthening TeachingLearning and Results for States
Program (STARS)’ for India.
The approval includes an assistance of $500 million
(around ₹3,700 crore). The project aims to improve the quality and governance of school
education in six States. Around
25 crore students (between the
age of 6 and 17) in 15 lakh
schools and over 1 crore teachers will beneﬁt from the
programme.
At the national level,
through the Samagra Shiksha,
and in partnership with the Himachal Pradesh, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Odisha, and Rajasthan, STARS
will also help improve learning assessment systems,
strengthen classroom instruction and remediation, facilit-

The World Bank’s ₹3,700-crore project will give special attention to
students from the minority communities

ate school-to-work transition,
and strengthen governance
and decentralised management, the bank said in a
statement.
Right to education
“India recognizes the need to
signiﬁcantly improve its learning outcomes to fuel future
growth and meet the demands
of the labour market. STARS

will support India’s response
to this challenge by strengthening implementation at the
local level, investing in teacher
capacity and ensuring that no
child of any background is left
behind from the right to education,” said Junaid Ahmad,
World Bank Country Director
in India. Further investing
more in the early years of education will equip children with

Maintaining strict vigil

the skills required to compete
for the jobs of the future.”
The STARS programme
builds on the long partnership
between India and the World
Bank (since 1994), for strengthening public school education
and to support the country’s
goal of providing ‘Education
for All’.
“STARS will support the Government of India’s vision to
provide greater ﬂexibility to
States for school education
planning and budgeting,” said
Shabnam Sinha, Lead Education Specialist, and World
Bank’s Task Team Leader for the
project.
The project will give special
attention to students from vulnerable sections – with over 52
per cent (as a weighted average) of children in the government-run schools in the States
— such as Scheduled Caste (SC),
Scheduled Tribe (ST), and
minority communities.

Amazon India
announces 20,000
seasonal jobs in
customer service
OUR BUEAU
Bengaluru, June 28

To curb vehicle movement during the total lock down on Sunday, the police closed
most of the roads in Chennai BIJOY GHOSH

Amazon India on Sunday announced that it has opened close
to 20,000 seasonal employment
opportunities in its customer service (CS) organisation to ensure
customers worldwide continue to
have a seamless online shopping
experience.
The new positions are now
open in Hyderabad, Pune, Coimbatore, Noida, Kolkata, Jaipur,
Chandigarh, Mangaluru Indore,
Bhopal and Lucknow. Most of the
positions are part of Amazon’s
‘Virtual Customer Service’ programme that provides ﬂexible
work-from-home options.
The new positions will require
associates to support customer
needs and deliver personalised experiencesthroughemail,chat,etc.
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‘Our people are fully supportive of continuing work’
MURALI GOPALAN
Mumbai, June 28

Bajaj Auto’s Waluj facility in
Aurangabad recently reported of
140 Covid-19 infections. The
company stated in a press
release that two employees,
with underlying conditions of
hypertension and diabetes,
‘unfortunately
succumbed’ to the
infection. The
company’s Managing
Director, Rajiv Bajaj, puts
the entire issue in
context in this interview with
BusinessLine. He also reiterates
that the Waluj workforce
completely understands the
situation. Excerpts:

ate that we did not resort to layofs or cut back on their salaries
even when the union ofered a
voluntary reduction. They
know that we have scrupulously put all precautions in
place and even distributed homoeopathic remedies free to
them, their families and to the
community at large.
They have also told us
that they are fully supportive of continuing
work. The point is
that people understand these realities, they are
reading what is happening
elsewhere in the country.
People are willing to understand; they have no vested
interests.

O

What is the current situation
at your Waluj facility?

The plant is operational even
today. We have not been producing on some Saturdays for a
while now because the demand
is simply not there. Though
even on Saturdays, export packing and dispatches are still on
at the plant.
Are your people at the facility
worrying more at this time?

People understand the reality;
they know not only what is happening in the Bajaj Auto factory
but also in other organisations.
They have seen that the spread
of the virus is inevitable beyond
a point. Our workmen appreci-

What would you say to those
likewise who say it is
important for you to stand in
solidarity with the country
now up against the Chinese
and not talk of business
being impacted?

Firstly, we have all expressed
our remorse every time a life is
lost like this. The point, however, is that if one is sourcing
from China, one is not doing
this because one loves China
but because it makes business
sense. Government downwards, everybody is sourcing
from China.
Secondly, if I am sourcing
₹1,000-crore worth of China,

Y
Z

cooperating with masks and
social distancing. What do
you have to say about this?

Like every other country,
you have to strike the
correct balance between
lives and livelihoods,
which we did not do in
the lockdown period
RAJIV BAJAJ
MD, Bajaj Auto

Z
Y

that is making me competitive
and helping me also export, say
₹15,000 crore worth of goods.
Exports are almost half of our
production and giving me the
chance to employ 25,000 of the
50,000 people that are employed in our supply chain. So,
are we to make ourselves uncompetitive in the business
and sack those people?
Finally, even if the Centre
says that we need to move away
from sourcing from China,
which I certainly do not agree
with, it will be done but will
take time.
Some States are complaining
that the public is not

Like every other country, you
have to strike the correct balance between lives and livelihoods which we did not do in
the lockdown period. Today, we
are getting the balance right in
the unlock period because we
understand that the economy
needs to move. We should unlock rapidly with the young
people who are in the 20-60 age
group unless they have any particular medical history.
That is all that should have
been done from the beginning:
the young and healthy, with
masks and social distancing in
place, should have always been
allowed to work. Unfortunately,
we went to the other extreme.
Now we are ﬁnding the balance right, but unfortunately
even now, some States are continuing to behave erratically
which disrupts the industrial
supply chains. They tell you
that they are doing this for optics so that the media and
people know that we are doing
something.
I said this previously also:
sometimes when execution
seems to be very diicult, you
need to ask yourself whether
your idea is correct in the ﬁrst
place. If your execution is becoming so diicult, maybe
your idea itself needs a review.

